In this paper, we propose a new lifetime distribution, namely the extended Burr XII distribution (using the technique as mentioned in Cordeiro et al. (2015)). We derive some basic properties of the new distribution and provide a Monte Carlo simulation study to evaluate the maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters. For illustrative purposes, two real life data sets have been considered as an application of the proposed model.
Introduction
The armory of statistical distributions is truly illimitable. New distributions are being unearthed literally on a weekly basis elicited by either theoretical considerations or by pressing practical applications or both. However, in various spheres of applied areas, for example, survival data analysis, finance and risk modeling, insurance, modeling rare events and biology, it has become imperative to develop an extended class of classical distributions to enhance its flexibility in modeling real life data that appears to have high degree of skewness and kurtosis. In the last few years, new classes of distributions were defined by extending the Weibull distribution to cope with bathtub shaped failure rates. Mudholkar and Srivastava (1993) and Mudholkar et al. (1996) pioneered and studied the exponentiated Weibull distribution to analyze bathtub failure data. A good review of some of these extended models is presented in Pham and Lai (2007) .
In this paper, we consider the technique of mixing two absolutely continuous distributions. We consider here the particular case of the general Type I half logistic family of distributions, studied by Cordeiro et al. (2015) . The cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the probability density function (pdf) is given by
where G(x; ξ) is the baseline cdf depending on a parameter vector ξ and λ > 0 is an additional shape parameter. Also, the corresponding pdf will be
Next, if we consider the baseline distribution as G(x) = 1 − (1 + x c ) −1 (Burr XII distribution), then, the pdf and the cdf for a extended Burr XII distribution with parameters c and λ are respectively,
and
If a random variable X has the density as in (1), then we say that X follows Extended Burr XII (henceforth EBXII in short) distribution with parameters c and λ. One significant usefulness of Equation (1) is its ability to analyze skewed data that can not be properly fitted by its parent distributions. Furthermore, it permits greater flexibility in its tails and can be widely applied in many areas of reliability and biology. The proposed distribution has only two parameters and the density and the cumulative distribution functions of the new distribution are simple, i.e., the EBXII distribution is in fact very tractable. We mention here an important fact that our derived model, although bears the same name as in Shao et al. (2004) and Mudholkar et al. (1996) , who alternatively called this distribution as generalized Weibull, is completely different from all of them in terms of the genesis of the model and subsequently its stochastic properties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss briefly some properties of the extended Burr XII (henceforth EBXII) distribution. These include reliability parameter and order statistics. In Section 3, we discuss the likelihood inference for the EBXII and conduct a simulation study for specific choices of the model parameters. In Section 4, we illustrate the applicability of the EBXII with two data sets and compared with the rival Burr XII distribution. Finally, in Section 5, we provide some concluding remarks.
Properties of the extended Burr XII distribution
In this section, we consider some properties of the EBXII distribution, such as the reliability parameter and order statistics. Hereafter, the random variable X following Equation (2) with parameters c and λ is denoted by X ∼ EBXII(c, λ).
The reliability parameter R is defined as R = P (X > Y ), where X and Y are independent random variables. If X and Y are two continuous and independent random variables with the cdfs F 1 (x) and F 2 (y) and their pdfs f 1 (x) and f 2 (y) respectively. Then the reliability parameter R can be written as
Theorem 1. Suppose that X ∼ EBXII(c, λ 1 ) and Y ∼ EBXII(c, λ 2 ), and they are independent. Then
Proof: From (1) and (2), we have
Now, we will consider the expression for the general r-th order statistic and the large sample distribution of the sample minimum and the sample maximum when a random sample of size n are drawn from the EBXII distribution. The density function of the r-th order statistic, X r:n , for a random sample of size n drawn from (1) is given by
Thus the pdf of X r:n can be alternatively written as
In order to derive the asymptotic distribution of the sample minima X 1:n , we consider Theorem 8.3.6 of Arnold et al. (2008) . Observe that, since F −1 (0) = 0, it follows from the theorem that the asymptotic distribution of the sample minima X 1:n is not of Fréchet type. The asymptotic distribution of X 1:n will be of Weibull type with parameter δ > 0 if
By using L'Hôpital's rule, it follows that
Hence,
Hence we obtain that the asymptotic distribution of the sample minima X 1:n is of the Weibull type with shape parameter c. The asymptotic distribution of the sample maxima X n:n , can be viewed as F n (x), where F n (x) = 1 − F 1 (−x), where F 1 (.) is the cdf of X 1:n .
Maximum likelihood estimation
In this section, we address the parameter estimation of the EBXII(c, λ) under the classical set up. Let x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n be a random sample of size n drawn from the density in (1). The log-likelihood function is given by = n log(2 c λ)
The derivatives of (3) with respect to c and λ are given by
The MLEĉ andλ are obtained by setting (4) and (5) to zero and solving them simultaneously.
Next, a small Monte Carlo simulation experiment is conducted to evaluate the maximum likelihood estimation of the EBXII distribution parameters. We set the sample size at n = 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800. The Monte Carlo simulation experiments are performed using the R programming language; see http://www.r-project.org. All results were obtained from 10,000 Monte Carlo replications and the simulations were carried out using the R programming language; see http://www.r-project.org. Table 1 reports the empirical mean and the mean squared error (in parentheses) of the corresponding estimator. From this table, note that, as the sample size increases, the empirical bias and mean squared error decrease in all the cases analyzed, as expected. 
Applications
For illustrative purposes, we consider two data sets and compare with the Burr XII (BXII) distribution. For each data set, we estimate the unknown parameters of each distribution by the maximum-likelihood method (as discussed in Section 3) and all the computations were done using the subroutine NLMixed of the SAS software. We obtain the values of the Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and consistent Akaike information criterion (CAIC). First, we describe the three data sets:
• Data set I: The first example consist of thirty successive values of March precipitation (in inches) in Minneapolis/St Paul (Hinkley 1977) . The data are: 0.77, 1.74, 0.81, 1.2, 1.95, 1.2, 0.47, 1.43, 3.37, 2.2, 3, 3.09, 1.51, 2.1, 0.52, 1.62, 1.31, 0.32, 0.59, 0.81, 2.81, 1.87, 1.18, 1.35, 4 .75, 2.48, 0.96, 1.89, 0.9, 2.05.
• Data set II: In the second data set, we consider vinyl chloride data obtained from clean upgradient monitoring wells in mg/L; this data set was used for Bhaumik et al. (2009) . The data are: 5.1, 1.2, 1.3, 0.6, 0.5, 2.4, 0.5, 1.1, 8.0, 0.8, 0.4, 0.6, 0.9, 0.4, 2.0, 0.5, 5.3, 3.2, 2.7, 2.9, 2.5, 2.3, 1.0, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 1.8, 0.9, 2.0, 4.0, 6.8, 1.2, 0.4, 0.2 . Tables 2 and 3 provides some descriptive statistics and the MLEs (with corresponding standard errors in parentheses) of these two data sets. Since the values of the AIC, BIC and CAIC are smaller for the EBXII distribution compared with those values of the BXII model, this new distribution seems to be a very competitive model for these data. Plots of the pdf of the EBXII and BXII fitted models to these data are displayed in Figure  1 . They indicate that the EBXII distribution is superior to the BXII distribution in terms of model fitting. Based on these plots, we conclude that the EBXII distribution provides a better fit to these data than the BXII model.
Concluding remarks
There has been a growing interest among statisticians and applied researchers in developing flexible lifetime models for the betterment of modeling survival data. In this paper, we introduce a two parameter extended Burr XII distribution which is obtained by considering a Burr XII distribution as the baseline cdf in the Cordeiro et al. (2015) model. We study some of its statistical and mathematical properties. Parameter estimation is approached by maximum likelihood. The usefulness of the new distribution is illustrated in an analysis of two real data sets. We hope that the proposed extended model will invite wider applications in survival analysis. 
